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SYMPTOMS
Haywire moods, flushes and more make you
look, seem and feel older! Tackle them with
some smart and soothing self-help moves...
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stomach. Take a deep breath. As you
breathe out, relax and drop your
shoulders. Say or think "l let it go".
Repeat a few times.

CALM IHOSE MOODS
Try a mindful approach
Roller-coaster moods are often the
first inkling that menopause is on its
way. "Hormone fluctuations can cause
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increased irritability or a blue feeling," says
Dr Chantal Hofstee, aulhor of Mindfulness
on fhe Run (Exisle Publishing). 'A mindful
approach is simply to acknowledge

them with kindness." Here's her take...
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ACKNOWLEDGE, LINK, LET GO

_ATHREE-STEPPROCESSTHAT
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SOOTHES EMOIIONS
f Acknowledge your emotion simply
I by saying hello to it in a nonjudgemental way. This process
"separates" you from the emotion
which immediately gives you
perspective and more control.
Cl Link the emotion to the event that
2 caused it. Then, out loud or in your
mind, say to the feeling, "lt makes
perfect sense that you are here given
the situation and given what my body
is going through".
q Let go ofthe emotions so your brain
t) can store it in the library of your
mind and you can move on. Put one
hand on your chest, the other on your

SOOIHE STRESS WIIH SCENI
?romatherapy is the queen of all
therapies to help combat stress, and as
the menopause causes stress and stress
worsens the symptoms, it helps you
break free from the vicious cycle," says
founder of Balm Balm, Glenda Taylor.
Treating yourself to an aromatherapy
massage or spoiling yourself at home
can take the edge off symptoms.
Best oils? Surprisingly, there's a relaxing
essential oil for every symptom
* For fatigue -sandalwood,
frankincense and lavender.
* For mood swings - cooling rose
geranium, mandarin and palmarosa.
+ For flushes and headaches peppermint, grapefruit and lemon.
A good blend would be 2 drops each
offrankincense, rose geranium and
grapefruit in ldstp of evening primrose
oil for massage and daily moisturising.
W&H TIP Use concentrated massage
over fatty areas - where hormones
are manufactured and stored.
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REVIVE
GREAT SEX
Sex can become
less enjoyable for some women
after the menopause. The natural
decline in oestrogen levels can make
it uncomfortable and some women
also find their interest in sex declines.
There are a variety ofways to
relieve vaginal dryness and thus make
sex easier and more pleasant: avoid
intimate washing with soap, bath oils
and shower gels - they can aggravate
dryness. lnstead, use lukewarm water
alone or with a soap-free cleanser.
Try using a lubricant such as KY
Jelly, Astroglide, Sylk, Senselle or
Replens - available from pharmacies
without a prescription.
lf these measures don't help,
your doctor can prescribe HRT, which

alleviates dryness completely, but if
you can't or don't want to take it, you
can use oestrogen applied "locally",
that isjust to the vagina, to increase
the flow of natural lubrication. There
are different options, including an
oestrogen cream (applied using an
applicator), pessaries, small tablets
(again, inserted with an applicator)
or an oestrogen-releasing vaginal
ring, which stays in place for three
months at a time.
* Try a libido-boosting smoothie
that tastes amazing and may help
rev things up. Naturopath Rick Hay
suggests blending a cup of
raspberries together with l'alf a
beetroot, a little spinac'r and ginger
and some pumpkin seeds. Add a
teaspoon of Maca powder and that's
it. "These ingredients help stimulate
circulation, boost libldo and help
energy production," says Rick.
* Take an extra supplement
NHP Libido Suppoft,127.77 fot 60
caps, naturalhealthpractice.com >>

SHONA WILKINSON
is a nutritional therapist
- go to her vrebsite
n utrition kn o\./h ow.co.uk
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